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“The only thing that sustains one
through life is the consciousness
of the immense inferiority of
everybody else, and this is
a feeling that I have always
cultivated.”
~Oscar Wilde

Bull-Forced
Movie
“Suggestions”:
Dan in Real Life
By Simon Mused ~ Daily Bull

You may be going out to
watch the movie “Dan in
Real Life” tomorrow in the
Fisher building. For that I
congratulate you on planning
to watch this excellent film.
Let the Daily Bull provide you
with an exquisite review as
to our thoughts of “Dan” and
his “Real Life”.
The movie sucked epically.
For a comedy film, it was
quite depressing. Homer
will write tales of his movie
for ages to morn and High
School students to complain as he turns in his grave.
Nothing would make me
more sickened then the
thought of sitting in that theater watching as Steve Carell
beats his career to death
...see IMDB FTW on back

The Writers Strike Back
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

In case you hadn’t heard, the Writers
Guild of America has been striking
for around 11 weeks now. “Who are
these writers and why are they striking,
Nathan?” you may be asking. Very good
question my adoring little fan.

Go cry.”

And for a while the writers did cry.
They were very sad and little homeless children comforted them, saying,
“Aww poor writers, isn’t there something revengeful you can do to the big
The Writers Guild of America (WGA) is bosses to take away from their profits
a very creative gathering of people just ‘til they give you your money you so
like me and the rest of the Daily Bull staff. justly deserve?”
They write most TV shows and a whole
ton of other things for our amusement. This got those clever writers thinking.
Without great people like us, you would They were so used to writing terrible
probably still be banging bricks against plots just like their own lives that what
your head for fun.
they did next came naturally for them:
they struck. Joined the Picket. Showed
“But Nathan, you still haven’t answered who’s boss. Went. On. Strike.
why they’re striking! I wanna know!
Waaaa” DAMNIT LET ME MAKE SOME “Oh Lawd! How could they do that,
JOKES SO THIS ISN’T A FRICKEN LECTURE Nathan? Don’t they care that I’m missing
DAMNIT (NOW YOU’RE JUST MAKING all my favorite new television shows!?
A SCENE).
Now I wanna cry and go on strike!”
Don’t worry my fine friend, it’s not as
Yeah, that’s right, I’m the boss. Cause bad as you think, unless of course you
I’m the writer; I lay down the rules. See, actually enjoyed watching bad TV. Many
the way things used to work was writers of our late night comedy stars have rewould get a percentage of each movie turned, albeit somewhat crippled in
sale and a bunch of other complicated some cases, but returned nonetheless.
matters that I am omitting to make this Isn’t that better than nothing?
simpler. Anyway, now they aren’t making as much cash and they wanted True, you may be missing a lot of next
more, but all the rich big bosses over at season’s shows when they’re schedHQ are like, “No way guys, our money.
...see QQ on back

Want to feel better about yourself?
Search the most popular rock bands on MySpace
and have yourself a good laugh!

Pic o’ the Day

...QQ from front

uled to run, but in the grand scope of
things, are you really missing anything?
I think that this strike the writers have
going here is not simply a plan to
get more money, but a way to save
America.
Yes, I believe the Writers Strike is a
good thing. One, it gets people off
the couch, out into the cold, and
then back to the hospital with hypothermia because they forgot to put
on warm clothes. Two, hopefully it’ll
get rid of a good chunk of the awful
shows plaguing or television sets (or
conversely, it will only spawn more
reality TV, which don’t require writers
at all. Oh the humanity!).
And three, if you don’t have any new
episodes to watch on the TV, maybe
you’ll be more likely to pick up a Daily
Bull, glance at the writer, think, “Gosh,
Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller is a fantastic
guy and I’d love to meet him and
shake his hand for a job well done,”
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and then continue to read his/my I give “Dan in Real Life” a (4((5/ enjoyment for fecalphiliacs and water
awe-inspiring articles.
cos(π))2))/20 out of 5.
sports hobbyists, spreading rabies,
penis size compensation, keeping
I can see it now, the lines of loving
the police carpet cleaning businesses
fans will be streaming down the halls
in existence, taking all the fun out of
of McNair like money into the writers’
blind people, and homework propockets once their demands are met
crastination excuses. Dogs are also
and the big bosses finally fork over
occasionally used in bestiality porn,
their fair share. I can hardly wait.
an unsettling but prominent part of
By Nick Nelson ~ Daily Bull
the pornography industry (the coolIn the meantime though, root for the Everyone loves dogs (except for est industry ever, according to 3 out
little guys. Imagine yourself some- people that hate dogs and kitten- of 4 Michigan Tech students).
where down the road in a union, huffing addicts). Dogs are the ruling
working in a sweatshop since you species on Earth, a fact ignored by If you’ve ever taken a science class
failed at life. This is exactly how the most people. If you don’t believe at Tech with a lab component, then
writers feel. All they want is a better me, then why are there laws in place you should be familiar with some of
life. Don’t give em hassle, give em that tell you to pick your dog’s crap the warning symbols used to causupport. It’s the least we can do.
up off the street or grass? Why do tion potential slaves (I mean buyers)
you (or, more likely, your parents) about their purchase’s dangers. The
work day in and day out to pay for following are some common symbol
...IMDB FTW from front
your dog’s health care and food labels:
with a rusty stove pipe. I must say while it stays at home mutilating -Flammable: dogs with low boiling
I had to go home and watch “two your belongings through various points
girls one cup” just to be rid of those fanged appendages and excremental -Oxidizing: dogs that react exotherdisgusting images. Keep in mind orifices? It’s obvious truth that dogs mically with other substances
most of us have not actually seen the are our commanders. Since you un- -Explosive: dogs that explode
movie, but we would rather watch doubtedly crave a dog in your life by -Toxic: dogs that can cause health
autistic kittens have muscle spasms now (if you don’t already have one), complications
there are some facts you may want to -Corrosive: dogs that destroy living
– same thing.
know before you purchase that cute tissue on contact
-Hazardous to the Environment:
Of course the movie did have its puppy in the window.
dogs
that present some danger to
surprises. The scene at the dinner
the
environment
(especially trees
table where Dan (Steve Carell) stabs If not for kibble, snausages, and begand
fish)
his brother Mitch (Dane Cook) in the gin’ strips, dogs would instantly eat all
chest with a fork at the very end of of our faces. But dogs are at least 10
the movie made me jump right out times smarter than Stephen Hawking You may also want to take into conof my seat! Seeing the little girl’s and know that killing humans would
face when their uncle got shanked mean an end to these obscenely
was priceless! Don’t worry though; overprocessed yet delicious meatMitch survives, Dan gets the girl, and flavored snacks. As long as humans
keep making this type of dog currenthe children recover just fine.
cy, we will continue to find a use for
On a side note, the Internet Movie the dog, including: maintaining world
Database claims that on the scene population by murdering children in
that contains a close up to Dane their sleep, maintaining cat population
Cook’s face, one can see Steve Carell (which also effectively lowers kittenmasturbating furiously in the reflection huffing-related accidents, according
to government surveys), personal
of Dane’s eyes.

A Guide to Getting
That Puppy in the
Window

sideration the species of dog you
would like to have around. This may
include, but is not limited to:
-Poodles: dog counterpart to the
bi-curious metrosexual
-Huskies: interesting and intelligent,
but typically unattractive
-Sheep Dog: can entertain itself by
trying to herd itself for infinity
-Pit Bull: the sweetest of all the dogs,
but has an appetite for the gamey
meat of human children
-Pomeranians: can live off pomegranates until turned into pom-poms
-Chihuahuas: a rare breed that can
only be found peddling fake Mexican
food to Americans or in Paris Hilton(’s
handbags)
-Puppies (generic): huge amount
of fun until they excrete waste all
over your stuff; also good as various
makeshift sports equipment
Hopefully you have a fair understanding of dogs by now. Go get one
before we run out of treats and the
human race ends!

